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1 Right Node Raising
Although reportedly a phenomenon that is rare in spontaneous spoken lan-
guage, Right Node Raising is surprisingly onsistent in its properties aross
those languages that exhibit the onstrution. We illustrate the phenomena
in (??) with data from English. The basi onstrution is exemplied in
(??a,b) showing a rightward dependeny into the VPs of two onjoined on-
stituents. (??) shows that there an be more than one right disloated ex-
pression, giving rise to apparent non-onstituent o-ordination, while (??d)
shows that the dependeny an be into a strong island. The examples in
(??e,f) reveal the strong relation between the properties of the seond on-
junt and the right disloated expression whih inlude the liensing of neg-
ative polarity items and the satisfation of seletional properties.
(1) a. Syntax students dislike, or at least barely tolerate, four hour
exams.
b. John wants to visit, but has forgotten how to ontat, his aunt.
. John passed on, and Harry distributed, Ruth's leture notes to
anyone that asked for them.
d. John wants to buy, and Sam knows the name of someone who is
willing to sell, a 1950's Jaguar.
e. John has read, but he hasn't understood, any of my books.
f. Fiona wanted, but Bill wouldn't let her, (*to) eat hoolate.
Apart from the requirement for a disloated expression to have a depen-
deny into all onjunts (??a), left disloation from onjoined expressions
shows disrepant properties from their right disloated ounterparts. Thus,
multiple left disloated expressions are not aeptable (in English) (??b);
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a left disloated expression annot have a dependeny into a strong island
(??); and negative polarity items are not liensed on the left (??d).
(2) a. His aunt, John wants to visit, but has forgotten how to ontat.
b. *Ruth's leture notes to anyone that asked for them, John
passed on, and Harry distributed.
. *A 1950's Jaguar, John wants to buy, and Sam knows the name
of someone who is willing to sell.
d. *Any of my books, John has read, but he hasn't understood.
In addition, right disloation may permit a dependeny of a sort not liensed
by a left disloated expression. Suh a situation is reported in MCloskey
(1986) with respet to Modern Irish, where left disloation does not allow
preposition stranding, but Right Node Raising does.
These data are notoriously realitrant to straightforward analysis and
it is notable that disussion of them is rather thin on the ground. All the
analyses that we are aware of
1
nd some aspet of the onstrution diÆult
to inorporate into the theory they propose. Although it is not possible to
give a full aount of Right Node Raising in a short paper, we show below
how modelling the proess of assigning an interpretation to a string in on-
text as a left-right proess of tree growth, provides an explanatory aount
of Right Node Raising that aptures diretly the asymmetry between it and
its left disloated ounterparts noted above.
The entral intuition behind our analysis is that the harateristi in-
tonation assoiated with Right Node Raising lienses the postulation of a
1
See partiularly Hartmann (1998), Postal (1998), Levine (2001), MCawley (1988).
The one exeption is Steedman (1996) but his aount involves a onept of syntati
ategory exatly as rih as is required to reet the surfae nononstituent oordination of
Right Node Raising so the desriptive suess of the analysis is not surprising. Moreover
his aount faes the problem of expeting symmetry between left- and right-disloation.
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`null pronominal' at the `gapsite' in eah onjunt. General properties of
onjoined expressions are responsible for ensuring that these pronominals
are `o-referential' and a general rule lienses right disloated expressions
whose dependeny properties are determined by the verb in the nal on-
junt. Under these assumptions we show how the problemati properties
noted above are straightforwardly explained.
2 Dynami Syntax
The framework we adopt is that of Dynami Syntax (Kempson et al. 2001).
This theory models the proess of natural language understanding as a
monotoni tree growth proess dened over the left-right sequene of words,
with the goal of establishing some propositional formula as interpretation.
Taking information from words, pragmati proesses and general rules, the
theory derives partial tree strutures that represent the ontent of a string
as interpreted in ontext up to the urrent point in the parse. Intrinsi to
this proess are onepts of underspeiation whose resolution is driven by
requirements whih determine the proess of tree growth, beause of the
need to satisfy them in order for a parse to be suessful.
To get the model of the proess of establishing suh a struture as
interpretation, all nodes in the semanti trees onstruted during a parse are
introdued with requirements to be fullled, reeting the idea that the tree
is underspeied with respet to some property that needs to be speied as
the parse proeeds. Requirements are shown as question marks before some
annotation and may appear with any of the labels that deorate a node.
They drive the parsing proess beause a string is dened as wellformed if
(and only if) at least one logial form an be onstruted from the words
in sequene with no requirements outstanding. In onsequene, as we shall
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see, the imposition of requirements and their subsequent satisfation are
entral to explanations to be given. The exposition in this paper is not
formal and tehnial details should be sought in Kempson et al. (2001) and
Cann et al. (2002).
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However, there are ertain tehnial matters that must
be illustrated here in order that the reader may follow the analysis in later
setions.
As noted above, the strutures that are built are representations of on-
tent, not of onstitueny or other strutural haraterisation of strings. The
prinipal drivers of the parsing proess are thus requirements to establish
nodes of ertain semanti types, starting from the initial (universal) require-
ment to build a representation of the propositional ontent expressed by a
string in ontext: ?Ty(t) where t is the type of a proposition and Ty is its
assoiated label. Unlike most Categorial Grammars only a restrited num-
ber of types are postulated: Ty(e), the type of a term; Ty(n), the type of
a ommon noun; Ty(e ! t), the type of a one-plae prediate; and types
indiating the arities and argument types of dierent prediates.
To satisfy requirements suh as ?Ty(t), a parse relies on information from
various soures. In the rst plae, there are general proesses of onstrution
whih give templates for building trees that may be universally available or
spei to a language. A pair of suh onstrution rules determine that a
tree rooted in ?Ty(Y ) may be expanded to one with argument daughter
?Ty(X) and funtor daughter ?Ty(X ! Y ). Thus, the initial unfolding of
a requirement ?Ty(t) may be to establish subgoals ?Ty(e) and ?Ty(e! t),
requirements to build the subjet and prediate nodes, respetively.
Satisfation of type requirements are ahieved when Formulae of the
appropriate type are onstruted. These are given as expressions in some
2
Signiant rules are also provided in the Appendix.
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Lambda Calulus labelled with the prediate Fo and are provided by parsing
words in a string. Lexial entries in Dynami Syntax are not simply some
olletion of properties that label terminal nodes in a tree, but instead de-
ne transitions between trees. They thus enode pakages of ations whih
are initiated by some trigger, the ondition that provides the ontext under
whih subsequent development takes plae. These onditional ations may
involve the building of nodes (using the make() ation,  a tree relation -
see below), movement of the pointer, (using the go() ation,  a tree re-
lation) and/or the annotation of a node with type and formula information
(using the put() ation,  a list of labels). There is, additionally, a failure
statement that operates when some ondition fails to be met. This is om-
monly an instrution to abort the parsing sequene. For example, parsing
the word John gives rise to the set of ations in (??) whih simply annotate
the urrent node with formula and type values.
(3) John
IF Ty(e) Trigger
THEN put(Ty(e); F o(John); [#℄?) Ations
ELSE ABORT Failure
The lexial entries of verbs other than intransitives are more omplex, on-
taining sets of ations that build and annotate nodes and give rise to ad-
ditional requirements to onstrut expressions of the types of non-subjet
arguments. The result of parsing the verb upset, for example, whih is trig-
gered by a prediate requirement ?Ty(e! t)
3
, yields the sub-tree in Figure
??. (See the lexial entry in Appendix ??.)
[Figure 1 about here.℄
An innovation of the urrent framework that allows the denition of
3
Like all verbs in English but not neessarily in other languages, whih may have
propositional or more spei prediate triggers.
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onstrution rules and lexial entries is the use of a modal logi over tree
strutures. The Logi of Finite Trees (LOFT, Blakburn and Meyer-Viol
1994) provides a means of referring to arbitrary nodes in a tree using modal
operators over mother (") and daughter (#) relations, possibly annotated
with funtor-argument information. So we have the operators (amongst
others): h#i the general daughter relation; h#
0
i and h#
1
i the argument and
funtor daughter relations, respetively; h#

i the dominane relation (the
reexive, transitive losure of the daughter relation); and the inverses of
these using the mother relation, i.e. h"i, h"
1
i, h"
0
i and h"

i. Combinations
of these modal operators allow referene to any node in a tree from any
other node.
The spei and novel advantage of LOFT emerges from the use of the
LOFT operators in ombination with a generalization of the onept of
requirement ?X to any deoration X. This ombination makes it possible to
desribe partial trees whih have requirements on a treenode that are modal
in form. This means that they display requirements whih will be fullled
by some other node having a given annotation. Requirements are thus not
restrited to nonmodal requirements suh as ?Ty(e), or simple modal type
requirements, suh as ?h#
1
iTy(e ! t). To the ontrary, any formula may
be used to express a requirement. So while h#

iFo() holding at a node n
implies that n dominates a node m where Fo() holds, ?h#

iFo() holding
at n implies that Fo() is required to hold at some node m dominated
by n. By this means, requirements may onstrain subsequent development
of a node in the tree at some arbitrary distane from the node on whih
the requirement is imposed; and this provides an additional mehanism for
pairing nonontiguous expressions aording as one expression imposes some
requirement on a node whih is seured by a deoration on some disrete
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node by the other expression.
Figure ?? shows ve stages in parsing the string John upset Mary. A pair
of onstrution rules derive the initial expansion in Figure ??a, permitting
the parse of the rst word in the string John to annotate this node and
move the pointer on to the prediate node, as shown in gure ??b. At this
point the verb upset is parsed to onstrut the objet node and annotate
the funtor node as in gure ??. Finally, parsing Mary annotates the
objet node as in gure ??d.
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The remaining type requirements in Figure
??d are satised by a rule that ompiles and ompletes the tree through
the operation of funtional appliation over types to yield the omplete
propositional tree in Figure ??e (whih also shows treenode addresses as
illustration, although these are elsewhere omitted).
[Figure 2 about here.℄
2.1 Anaphora
Interating with tree growth of this sort is the ontext-dependent proessing
of anaphori expressions. This phenomenon of ontent underspeiation,
whih we here take in a representationalist spirit (f. Kempson et al. 1999,
Kempson et al. 2001:h.1 for arguments), involves lexial projetion of a
metavariable to be replaed by some seleted term during the onstrution
proess. Suh replaement is assoiated with a proess of Substitution that
is pragmati, and system-external, restrited only in so far as loality on-
siderations distinguishing individual anaphori expressions prelude ertain
formulae as putative values of the projeted metavariable (i.e. analogues of
the Binding Priniples, Chomsky 1981, et.).
4
Note in eah partial tree the position of the \pointer", }, whih identies whih
partiular node is under development: this is to reet what point the onstrution proess
has reahed in building up a struture.
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(4) Q: Who upset Mary?
Ans: John upset her.
In proessing the pronoun her in (??), the objet node is rst deorated
with a metavariable U, with an assoiated requirement, ?9x:F o(x) to nd a
ontentful value for the formula label, as shown in the lexial entry in (??).
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(5) her
IF ?Ty(e)
THEN put(Fo(U); T y(e); ?9x:F o(x); [#℄?)
ELSE ABORT
Construed in the ontext provided, Substitution will determine that the
formula Fo(U) is replaed by Fo(Mary) whih satises the imposed re-
quirement.
Note the `bottom restrition' in (??), [#℄?, whih prevents further elab-
oration of the node it deorates (beause it requires that neessarily nothing
holds of any node that it dominates). This means that pronouns behave, in
English, like ontentive expressions in that they must deorate a `terminal
node' on a tree. This has an eet in preventing disloated expressions from
being assoiated with a position labelled with a pronoun by the proess of
Merge, to whih we now turn.
2.2 Left Disloation
A third sort of underspeiation onerns positions within trees. All treen-
odes have addresses whih enode their status as funtor or argument nodes
and their distane from the topnode as signalled by the value of the treenode
label Tn. The details are not important here (see Kempson et al. 2001:51-
53), but the use of this label enables a treenode to be underspeied with
5
A more detailed speiation of her would inlude a ondition that auses the update
sequene of ations to abort in an environment in whih the node to be deorated was a
subjet node, but we ignore this omplexity here.
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respet to its position in a tree in relation to some other node. Suh nodes
are marked with an underspeied dominane relation with respet to some
other node, shown by the modality h"

iTn(a), where a is some given address,
and a requirement to nd a xed position within a tree, ?9x:Tn(x). This
allows an expression to be parsed without it having a xed position at that
point in the parse of a string but ensures that it aquire some determinate
position at some point in the parsing proess. Suh positional underspei-
ation is used to aount for long distane dependenies whih are analysed
in terms of initially unxed nodes whose position in the emergent tree stru-
ture is xed at some later stage in the parsing proess. A onstrution rule
of *Adjuntion introdues an unxed node of Type e, just in ase there is
an inomplete tree of Ty(t) that dominates no other material, thus ensuring
that the unxed node appears only at the left periphery of a lause (see
Appendix ??).
As an illustration of the eet of this rule, onsider the analysis of the
string That man, John dislikes. This is illustrated in Figure ?? whih
shows an initially projeted unxed node, with the harateristi modal-
ity h"

iTn(a) showing only that the node in question has at some point
in the parse proess to be xed at some node dominated by a node with
address Tn(a). The parse proeeds as illustrated in Figure ?? up to the
string nal verb. At this junture, the pointer, }, is at the node of the
internal argument and there is a type requirement outstanding to onstrut
a node of type e. In this environment, the unxed node may Merge with
the node hosting the pointer, a proess that unies the information of the
unxed and xed nodes, so satisfying the oustanding requirements to nd
a xed position for the unxed node and a formula of the appropriate type
for the internal argument node. Ultimately, ompletion of the tree yields a
10
Ty(t) Formula value, Dislike(That; x;Man(x))(John) deorating the topn-
ode, with all requirements fullled.
6
[Figure 3 about here.℄
3 Linked Strutures and Relative Clauses
We have so far seen how individual trees an be built up following infor-
mation provided by both general rules and lexial instrutions. However,
the more general perspetive is to model how multiple strutures are built
up in ontext. One of the innovative aspets of Dynami Syntax is that it
allows for the building of strutures in tandem, onstruting rst one partial
struture, and then another whih uses the rst as its ontext. This proess
is displayed in partiular by relative lauses. The harateristi property of
what we shall all \linked" strutures is that they typially share a ommon
term, and furthermore, the proess of induing the seond of suh a pair of
strutures involves a transition from the one tree to the other whih itself
imposes a onstraint for a seond ourrene of the term to be shared in
that seond \LINKed" tree.
Consider, as the simplest ase, the analysis of a non-restritive relative
lause like that in (??).
(6) That man, who John detests, teahes formal semantis.
The intuition is that the word who, orretly desribed by Jespersen (1927)
as a relative pronoun, provides the means of opying information from one
struture to the other. Having proessed the phrase That man to yield a
partial tree in whih the formula Fo(That; x;Man(x)) annotates the subjet
6
We leave on one side a disussion of the analysis of noun phrases with determiners,
for whih see Kempson et al. 2001 hapter 7 and Kempson and Meyer-Viol forthoming.
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node (the `head' node), a transition is liensed by a rule of LINK Adjuntion
(Appendix ??) whih introdues a new tree with a topnode deorated with
a requirement to build a propositional tree ontaining an ourrene of the
formula Fo(That; x;Man(x)) at some node, without further speiation
as to where in the newly introdued tree that might be.
7
The new tree
is related to the rst by the LINK modalities hLi from the head node to
the LINKed tree and its inverse hL
 1
i from the LINKed tree bak to the
head. This modal relation provides a type of relation between nodes that
is additional to the normal ones of dominane and ommand, familiar from
all tree-theoreti approahes to syntax: one that loosely relates the ontent
of two independent trees. The eet of applying this rule in parsing (??)
is shown in Figure ?? with the LINK relation shown by the inverse LINK
operator on the topnode of the seond tree.
[Figure 4 about here.℄
Having parsed That man and projeted the top node of the new LINKed
tree, a step of *Adjuntion introdues an unxed node and the relative
pronoun who provides the neessary opy of the formula deorating the
head for the linked tree aording to the set of lexial ations shown in (??)
whih deorates an unxed node with the formula value of the head of the
relative lause.
(7) who
rel
IF f?Ty(e); h"

ihL
 1
iFo()g
THEN put(Fo(); T y(e); [#℄?)
ELSE ABORT
The proess of tree onstrution then proeeds as in the simpler ase of left
disloation, suh as That man, John dislikes, with the initially unxed node
7
The two ourrenes get essentially bound together as a onsequene of a later LINK
evaluation rule. See Kempson et al. forthoming.
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having its position in that tree established in due ourse through the proess
of Merge, as illustrated by the dotted arrow in Figure ??.
[Figure 5 about here.℄
Completing the parse yields two propositional strutures with an interpre-
tation that John detests that man and that man teahes formal semantis.
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The two rules of LINK Adjuntion and *Adjuntion thus jointly provide, in
onjuntion with the lexial ations dening the relative pronoun, a formal
reex of how paired strutures an be built subjet to a requirement of over-
lap of ontent, with a formula in one tree being required to be found within
a seond.
Notie here that the loality of attahment is determined by the modal-
ity assoiated with the required unxed node: ?h#

iX from some node n
indiates that X appears dominated by n within the urrent tree and not
in some LINKed tree. LINK Adjuntion thus requires the shared formula
in a relative lause to be internal to the urrent struture and not within
some other LINKed tree. This adequately aounts for the eets of strong
islands and the example in (??) is orretly predited to be ungrammatial.
9
(8) *That man who the student who detests thinks is no good teahes
semantis.
The same ombination of LINK Adjuntion and *Adjuntion an aount
also for restritive relative lauses whih involve the projetion of a linked
propositional tree from a node of type e, albeit this time internal to any
quantier (see Kempson et al. 2001 h. 4 for details). However, there is
8
See Kempson, Meyer-Viol and Otsuka forthoming for disussion of the interpretation
of linked strutures in nteration with quantiation.
9
Note also that this is subjet to ross-linguisti variation (see Kempson et al. 2001:121-
130). We leave on one side a disussion of other island restritions suh as the Sentential
Subjet Constraint as not entrally relevant to the disussion.
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no reason to assume that the type of the head need be restrited to nodes
of this type and LINKed strutures may be onstruted from one top node
of type t to a new top node of the same type, foring the outome to be
a ommon term in both. Suh an analysis seems orret for orrelative
onstrutions suh as are found in Hindi and elsewhere (??). It is possible
also that extraposition from NP (??) ould be analysed in the same way.
(9) a. ve
those
do
two
laRkiyaan
girls
Lambii
tall
naiN
be-PR
jo
who
khaRii
standing
haiN
be-PR
[Hindi℄
Those two girls who are standing are tall
b. jo
Whih
laRkiyaaN
girls
khaRii
standing
haiN
be-PR
ve
those
do
two
lambii
tall
haiN
be-PR
Whih girls are standing, those two are tall
(10) A woman entered, who Bill said teahes semantis in London.
The examples in (??) and (??) an both be analysed by a Correlative LINK
Rule that indues strutures like that shown shematially in Figure ??
whih shows a LINK relation built from a ompleted and ompiled proposi-
tional tree with a requirement for a opy of one of its subterms to be found
in the LINKed struture. Although we do not go into details here, notie
what the orrelative struture provides: two trees of the same type linked
by a shared term. This generalisation of the LINK mehanism for relative
lauses is what is required for an analysis of Right Node Raising. How-
ever, before this an be given, we need to look at o-ordination and right
disloation within Dynami Syntax.
[Figure 6 about here.℄
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4 Co-ordination and LINK
As we have seen, the LINK onstrution is built up by introduing a stru-
tural relation between two trees, with the rst partial tree providing the
ontext in whih the seond is to be proessed. In relative lauses, the on-
strution of this LINK relation involves introduing an expliit requirement
for suh ontext dependene, with the rst tree (parsing the head) providing
a Fo value that is required to be found in the LINKed tree projeted from
the relative itself. The LINK mehanism an also be used to analyse other
onstrutions that show semantially weak onnetions between expressions
that require pragmati inferene to be interpreted in ontext suh as gap-
less topi (??a) and afterthought (??b) onstrutions where a peripheral
expression provides a term that is found within the main proposition, via a
metavariable provided by an anaphori expression (see Cann et al. 2002 for
more disussion).
(11) a. As for John, Mary intensely dislikes him.
b. She talks too fast, Ruth Kempson.
Both of these onstrutions may be analysed as involving a LINK relation
between the primary propositional tree and that analysing the peripheral
term. The interpretive eet of the LINK relation, however, remains to be
established by the hearer.
While relative lauses, gapless topi and afterthought onstrutions in
English all ahieve their somewhat dierent eet through a shared term,
there are syntatially analogous onstrutions in other languages where
there is no obviously shared term, but where the semanti eet that is
ahieved without expliit presene of a opy requires pragmati enrihment
for interpretation. This appears in ertain topi onstrutions in languages
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like Japanese and Korean where an initial expression provides information
that the hearer needs to use to establish the intended interpretation of the
prinipal proposition (the `aboutness' eet, see Kuno 1973).
(12) a. haru-wa
spring
TOP
sakura-ga
herryblossom
NOM
ii.
good
[Japanese℄
`As for Spring, herryblossom is beautiful.'
b. sakana-wa
sh
TOP
tai-ga
red-snapper
NOM
oisii.
deliious
`As for sh, redsnapper is deliious'
Suh onstrutions indiate that the requirement of linked strutures to
share a term is independent of the building of a LINK relation as suh.
While a shared term provides one way of onstruing the relatedness of the
ontent of two trees, this relatedness may be established pragmatially in
dierent ways where no term is shared.
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This interation of term sharing and the building of linked strutures
provides the basis of a prinipled aount of o-ordination within Dynami
Syntax and its use in RNR onstrutions. As an initial attempt at hara-
terising the eet of parsing a onjuntion like and, onsider (??) where the
ations indued by parsing the word simply launh a LINK relation with a
requirement to onstrut an expression of the same type as the triggering
node.
11
The eet of (??) is illustrated in Figure ?? whih results from
parsing the rst four words of Jane ame in and Mary fainted.
10
For a proposal to separate the onstrution of LINK strutures from the requirement
of term sharing, see Otsuka 1999.
11
Notie that the trigger is not a requirement for a type but an assertion that some node
is type-omplete. This prevents the aeptane of suh strings as *Jane and fainted ame
in. The denition of the LINK relation imposes a general requirement of type identity on
and onjunts. In this paper, we restrit our attention to onjuntion of formulae of type
t. For an analysis of onjuntions of type e see Marten (this volume).
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(13) and
IF Ty(X)
THEN make(hLi); go(hLi); put(?Ty(X))
ELSE ABORT
[Figure 7 about here.℄
Completing the parse of Jane ame in and Mary fainted yields two linked
propositional trees, the rst with formula value Come-in(Jane) and the se-
ond with Faint(Mary). However, we need a way to semantially evaluate
LINK strutures, whih, as indiated above, needs to be semantially weak
to be ompatible with a number of dierent eets. In Kempson et al.
(2001), the relation between linked strutures is given the weakest possible
interpretation, that of onjuntion, all that is neessary for the interpretation
of restritive and non-restritive relative lauses. Assuming that onjun-
tion is the orret way to interpret linked trees in order to allow pragmati
enrihment of ontent, the ompletion of the onstrution proess from pars-
ing Jane ame in and Mary fainted yields a propositional formula for the
whole struture: Come  in(Jane) ^ Faint(Mary).
However, while this is an appropriate interpretation for lauses onjoined
by and, other onjuntions, suh as or require dierent means of interpreting
the two linked strutures. We thus generalise the proess of interpreting
linked strutures, introduing an EV AL prediate whih takes as value some
(possibly logial) onnetive. The rule of LINK Evaluation, given formally
in Appendix ??, uses this prediate to determine the appropriate semanti
relation between the linked trees. Thus, for example, the lexial entry for
or is given in (??), where the ations indued by parsing the word not only
build a LINKed struture but also annotate it with the prediate EV AL(_).
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(14) or
IF Ty(X)
THEN make(hLi); go(hLi); put(?Ty(X); EV AL(_))
ELSE ABORT
The result of parsing a sentene like Jane jumped or Lou skipped and apply-
ing LINK Evaluation is shown in Figure ?? where f
_
(Fo(Jump(Jane)); F o(Skip(Lou)))
is interpreted as Fo(Jump(Jane) _ Skip(Lou)).
12
[Figure 8 about here.℄
In this setion, we have set up a very general means of parsing and eval-
uating o-ordinate onstrutions whih involves the use of linked strutures.
Although the output formulae are given in normal propositional logi form
with standard onnetives, this approah atually provides an asymmetri
aount of o-ordination. With its emphasis on the proess of establishing
propositional ontent, the analysis ensures that an initial onjunt provides
the ontext in whih to onstrue later ones. If we grant the hypothesis
that ontext determines how a string is interpreted and nest this framework
within a larger pragmati perspetive, we have a basis for explaining that
p^q may not be interpreted the same as q^p, beause q may indue dierent
inferential eets over p than p does over q. We thus have a diret means
of aounting for the dierene in interpretation between Jane broke her leg
and fell over and Jane fell over and broke her leg, despite the use of the
simple propositional onnetive.
12
The reason for expressing the evaluation prediate on the seond struture and then
propagating that information bak up through the LINK relations is to aount for multi-
ple o-ordinations where the middle onjunts may be unmarked by a onjuntion and the
whole is interpreted aording to that preeding the nal onjunt, e.g. Jane's at home,
in the library or getting drunk with her atmates.
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5 Right Disloation
Adopting a left-right parsing perspetive on syntati analysis provides a
natural way of aounting for asymmetries between left and right peripheral
phenomena. For example, in analysing right disloated expressions, there is
no general `wait-and-see' mehanism provided by the theory, and no free shift
of the pointer to allow parsing to proeed over a gap. Hene, right disloated
expressions annot be straightforwardly analysed in terms of Merge at a
point in a parse where there is a type requirement but no lexial input to
satisfy it. A onsequene of this is that there is no right-peripheral equivalent
of a left disloated gapped topi:
(15) *Kim understood was the new prinipal, a well-known sientist from
London.
(??) is ruled out beause, as English is a non-pro-drop language, the pointer
is plaed at the subjet node of the embedded propositional struture after
parsing the main verb, understood. Sine the ations of verbs are triggered
by a requirement of type e! t, not Ty(e), the parse neessarily aborts.
In pro-drop strutures, however, the ations indued by a verb are trig-
gered by a requirement of type t and give rise to a subjet node that is
deorated by a metavariable. This satises the type requirement of the sub-
jet and permits the parse to proeed. Hene, examples like that in (??) are
well-formed beause there is a pronominal type element in subjet position
that is interpreted as the formula value of the right-disloated noun phrase.
(16) poyii
went
Kannan
Kannan
[Malayalam℄
He went, Kannan.
The assoiation between the right disloated subjet expression in (??)
and the subjet treenode is ahieved through a rule that projets unxed
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nodes at the right periphery. This rule of Final-*Adjuntion (given in Ap-
pendix ??) diers in a number of respets from that for unxed nodes at
the left periphery (Appendix ??). In the rst plae, the unxed node is
projeted from a ompiled tree of type t, rather than from a tree onsisting
only of node with the requirement to build suh a tree. This is a neessary
onsequene of the parsing perspetive of Dynami Syntax, not an arbi-
trary ondition, for the reason given above: there is no free movement of
the pointer that guides the parsing proess. Hene, a tree must be type-
omplete before an unxed node an be liensed. Seondly, the type of the
unxed node is free to allow for right disloation of expressions of any type,
and nally, a loality ondition is imposed on the unxed node to apture
the Right Roof Constraint (Ross 1967). The requirement ?h"
0
ih"
1

iTn(a)
requires that the unxed node be xed as an argument along the funtor
spine of the tree to whih it is attahed
13
whih prevents suh examples as:
(17) *That a review ame out last week is embarrassing of my latest novel.
(18) *That it is likely is ertain that I am wrong.
Consider, then, the analysis of (??). Parsing the verb poyii provides a
metavariable in subjet position, in line with other pro-drop languages as
noted above. At this point, Substitution, the regular proess for interpreting
anaphori expressions, may apply to provide a value for the metavariable.
However, it need not. If no substitution is made the prediate an still om-
bine with the metavariable to yield a type-omplete tree that nevertheless is
not fully omplete beause it ontains an outstanding requirement: to nd a
formula value for the metavariable. To full this requirement a substituend
13
We assume a theory suh as Marten (2002) in whih prepositional adjunts are treated
as arguments of the main prediate. Preposition stranding is permitted just in ase prepo-
sitions do not build struture but simply annotate nodes of type e.
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must be found but as the pointer is no longer at the subjet node this annot
be through Substitution. However, the value an be provided by the right
peripheral expression Kannan if this is taken to deorate an unxed node,
as in Figure ??. The right unxed node requires a xed address in the tree
and the metavariable still needs a value both of whih requirements an be
satised if (and only if) the former is merged with the latter node.
14
[Figure 9 about here.℄
Note what this analysis entails: expressions an be analysed as deorat-
ing an unxed node introdued late in the parsing proess if there is some
expression providing a metavariable deorating the node with whih a right
peripheral expression is to be assoiated. In pro-drop languages, this is
provided for subjet (and perhaps other) positions by the prediate, but in
non-pro-drop languages, there may exist speialised pronouns, whih lak a
terminal-node restrition and full the same funtion. An example of suh
a onstrution in English is `it-extraposition', illustrated in (??) whih an
be analysed by allowing it to projet a metavariable of type t whose value
is provided by the right extraposed lause (see Cann 2001 and Cann et al.
2002 for some disussion).
(19) It is likely that I am wrong.
6 Analysing Right Node Raising
With the assumption of the appliability of both LINK transitions and
*Adjuntion at the right periphery in proessing an individual lause, the
14
The analysis is somewhat reminisent of the analysis of subjet inversion in Italian
proposed in Rizzi (1982) exept that the inverted subjet is analysed as projeted from a
lausal, not prediate, node.
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hallenge now is whether the ombination of a LINK relation and Final-
*Adjuntion an be used to reet the notoriously problemati properties of
Right Node Raising.
There is in fat a straightforward aount following the dynamis of
the parse proess. Assuming that parsing an involve the projetion of a
metavariable as an interim formula value, this metavariable an be taken as
the shared term in the linked strutures. One its presene in the seond
onjunt is seured, an unxed node is introdued as a late onstrution
step, whih merges with the node in the seond struture deorated with
the metavariable. In virtue of there being a opy of this metavariable in
both onjunts introdued at an earlier stage in the onstrution proess, the
disloated expression is thus interpreted as ontributing to the interpretation
of both onjunts.
Two additional assumptions are needed to make this aount possible.
The rst, an extension of the urrent framework, is that intonation an give
lues as to what struture is to be built. This is an aspet of the input
whih we have so far ignored altogether and indeed the analysis of prosodi
information within the DS system remains an open question. However,
in suh a system, with an expliit parsing-oriented perspetive, sensitivity
to intonation is entirely expeted: intonation forms part of the phoneti
signal and is thus available to indue proedures of interpretation during
the ourse of a parse. We suppose, then, that intonation an have the eet
within the prediate of signalling the ad ho onstrution of a metavariable
as an interim formula value, indiating that the ontaining struture remains
inomplete at the urrent stage of the interpretation proess.
In RNR, the distintive intonational pattern makes manifest to the
hearer that she must do something extra in order to suessfully parse the
22
string. What this extra eort entails is the deoration of a type-inomplete
node with a metavariable of the appropriate type and subsequent ompi-
lation of the urrent tree, leaving open the formula requirement assoiated
with the metavariable. This is ahieved through the postulation of a `lexi-
al free ride' whih is given in full in (??). Given a trigger of a (free) type
requirement, the ation heks to see that the urrent node is within a predi-
ate domain (shown by Condition in (??)). If this ondition is satised then
the urrent node is deorated with a metavariable, a formula requirement
and a requirement that there be somewhere above the urrent node at some
(possibly subsequent) point in the onstrution proess, a node labelled with
some evaluation value.
15
Finally, the pointer moves away from the urrent
node to ensure that the rule of Substitution annot apply at this point to
replae the metavariable with a formula value from ontext.
(20) Lexial Metavariable Insertion
IF ?Ty(X) Trigger
THEN IF h"
0
ih"
1

i?Ty(e! t); Condition
THEN put(Fo(U); T y(X); Metavariable and Type
?9x:F o(x); Formula Requirement
?hUi9x:EV AL(x)); Evaluation requirement
go("
0
) Pointer movement
ELSE ABORT
ELSE ABORT
There are a number of things to note about the rule in (??). In the rst
plae, it is a lexial rule without lexial input whih means that it ould
15
Note the modality hUi, a weak dominane relation that ranges over " and L
 1
rela-
tions. This modality (and its inverse hDi ranging over # and L) does not respet strong
islands.
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overgenerate wildly. However, it is not ompletely unrestrited. In the rst
plae, the trigger onstraint h"
0
ih"
1

i?Ty(e! t); restrits the appliation of
the ations to prediate internal positions, thus disallowing the parsing of
suh strings as:
(21) *Yesterday, fell over and hurt his bak, Mrs. M's new gardener.
Seondly, the omplex requirement of there being an evaluation label, ?hUi9x:EV AL(x),
ensures that Lexial Metavariable Insertion only applies in o-ordinate on-
strutions sine it is only these that projet an annotation with some EV AL
statement.
16
Despite these restritions, the rule remains dangerously liberal. Never-
theless, there is reason to think that pragmati restritions otherwise provide
the appropriate onstraint on its appliability. Putting relevane theoreti
assumptions (see Sperber and Wilson 1995 and Carston 2002, inter al.),
17
together with the parsing perspetive of Dynami Syntax would lead us to
expet that an option suh as this should not be taken by the hearer unless it
is made manifest, e.g. by intonation, that the normal parsing proesses will
not produe the intended result. Using suh a strategy as a regular parsing
hoie would onstitute a violation of the general onstraint of minimising
ognitive ost in establishing any given eet on two ounts for the follow-
ing reasons. First, the indiret route of projeting a variable only to provide
it by a step of Final-*Adjuntion will always be ognitively ostly sine it
extends the number of steps that have to be taken to yield the more diret
result. Seondly, the existene of (??) multiplies the parsing possibilities
16
The requirement for an EV AL statement prevents an analysis of Heavy NP Shift
using the same lexial proess. Given the strong dierenes between Heavy NP Shift and
Right Node Raising (not least the lak of `inomplete' intonation to signal the former
onstrution and its striter loality requirements), it is probably orret to assume that
dierent proesses of right disloation are instantiated by the two onstrutions.
17
Sperber and Wilson laim that all ognitive proessing is driven by the balaning of
ognitive eort and eet. See Sperber and Wilson 1995.
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that need to be entertained by the hearer at every point in the parse, thus
threatening to very onsiderably inrease ognitive eort. Unless there are
lear signals, then, that the more indiret route is essential to ahieving the
intended interpretation, this strategy will not meet optimal relevane onsid-
erations, and will be avoided.
18
Hene the universally distintive intonation
for Right Node Raising onstrutions.
19
We are now in a position to show how the parse of a RNR sentene
proeeds, taking (??) as the example.
(22) Kim dislikes, but Sandy really admires, the new professor of rhetori.
The rst onjunt is parsed normally up to the main verb where, signalled by
intonation, an appliation of (??) lienses the introdution of a metavariable
as an interim objet value, enabling the tree to be ompiled. This tree is
type-omplete but not fully omplete as an interpretation as the formula
requirement for the metavariable is not yet satised.
From this omplete propositional node, parsing but provides a LINK
transition (with an EV AL statement whose value we take to be the same
as for and, i.e. ^) to another tree with a propositional type requirerment,
as disussed in setion 4. As noted there, the onnetive only imposes a
requirement of type identity plus the label EV AL(), without any require-
ment of a shared term between the two onjunts. This is the general ase,
but provision for a shared term may be provided separately and this onsti-
18
A pragmati analysis of RNR onstrutions remains outstanding, but we note here
that additional eets assoiated with RNR may be stylisti, or may involve the use of the
seond onjunt to projet a onstraint/hedge upon the onstrual of the rst onjunt, eg
as introdued by but or or.
19
It is notable that when Right Node Raising data suh as (i) are presented as data for
visual aeptability judgements, without any puntuation lue as to the intonation that
needs to be imposed on the sequene of words, it is ommon for them to be rejeted as
not wellformed, only to have that judgement reversed when the same data are read with
the intonation harateristi of right-node raising onstrutions:
(i) John interviewed and Harry made notes on that new student who is in trouble.
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tutes the seond of our two anillary assumptions, yielding a generalisation
of the orrelative onstrution to allow a shared term in any LINKed, type-
idential onstrutions. The rule of LINK Dependeny, stated formally in
the Appendix ??, targets a tree ontaining an inomplete LINKed tree of
the same type and opies one of the formula values within the primary tree
as a requirement to be found somewhere in the LINKed tree. This rule
imposes the weakest of onditions on where in the two substrutures the
shared term may appear, and is in eet nothing more than a ondition on
the output formulae deorating the two linked strutures that they share a
ommon subterm. The appliation of this rule targeting the objet node in
the rst onjunt indues the tree in gure ?? .
[Figure 10 about here.℄
Intonation again lienses the insertion of a metavariable into the seond
onjunt whih is idential to that introdued into the rst onjunt { indeed
it must be idential to the rst ourrene, in order to meet the imposed
requirement ?hDiFo(U). The seond onjunt is ompiled, again to give a
tree whih is type-omplete but whose formula isn't omplete. At this point,
Final-*Adjuntion is used to projet an unxed node allowing the parse of
the right disloated expression, as shown in Figure ??.
[Figure 11 about here.℄
The unxed node Merges with the node deorated by the metavari-
able in the seond onjunt, thus satisfying both the former's tree node
requirement and providing the value for the outstanding metavariable. The
metavariable in the rst onjunt is then updated with the same formula
value to satisfy its formula requirement and the LINK struture is eval-
uated to give the tree in Figure ??, now with all requirements (inlud-
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ing the EV AL requirements) satised and yielding a nal formula value
Dislike(The; x; Professor(x))(Kim)^Admire(The; x; Professor(x))(Sandy).
[Figure 12 about here.℄
In this analysis all tree development, exept that indued by parsing
overt lexial items, is optional. However, any other hoie of ation would
lead to the parse aborting. In partiular, failure either to identify the
metavariable in the seond onjunt with that in the rst onjunt or to
apply the LINK Dependeny rule will lead to its formula requirement not
being satised.
Of the many onsequenes of this analysis, there are two that we wish
to highlight, both of whih stem from the fat we haraterize the right-
peripheral onstituent as unxed loally within the struture projeted from
the seond onjunt, while the ourrene of the same formula deorating
a node within the struture projeted from the rst onjunt is seured
solely through the anaphori properties of the metavariable. This striking
dierene between our analysis and all others is a onsequene of building
semanti trees, and not trees dened over strutural properties of strings.
In the rst plae, the aount aptures exatly the tension between the
loality imposed by the Right Roof Constraint and the apparently oniting
potential for suh dependenies to hold aross strong islands, as in (1d). The
fat that suh apparent island violations our is the result of the very weak
modality assoiated with the LINK Dependeny rule, enabling the relation
between the shared term in both onjunts to appear anywhere in those
or any struture LINKed to them. Final-*Adjuntion, on the other hand,
applies only loally and requires a merge of a right unxed node within a
loal tree.
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The seond onsequene of our analysis leads us, unlike all other analy-
ses, to expet an asymmetry between the two onjunts. Context-sensitive
onditions may be satised in the seond onjunt without them neessarily
having to be met in the rst.
20
Suh asymmetries are duly manifested, for
example in the appearane of negative polarity items, as in the English and
Hindi examples in (??), where suh items are only liensed by a negative
element in the seond onjunt.
(23) a. John read but he hasn't understood any of my books.
b. *John hasn't understood but he has read any of my books.
. John-ne
John-Erg
parhaa
read
lekin
but
voh
he
samjhaa
understand-past
nah
~
i
not
meri
my
koi
any
kitaab~e
books
John read but hasn't understood any of my books.
d. *John-ne
John-Erg
samjhaa
understood
nah
~
i
not
lekin
but
voh
he
parhaa
read-past
meri
my
koi
any
kitaab~e
books
John has not understood but has read any of my books.
This is easily explained in a parsing aount in whih NPIs require a loal
environment in whih a negative element appears. Assuming that negative
elements annotate their most loal propositional mother with a distintive
label suh as NEG(+), lexial entries for NPIs may be onstruted that
are sensitive to this label and will abort the parsing proess if no suh
annotation is already established within the tree (see Appendix ?? for an
illustration of the lexial entry for any). Beause the ondition for a negative
20
This analysis notably sidesteps the problem faed by all movement analyses of Right
Node Raising (eg Postal 1998) in whih the right-disloated element -ommands all other
expressions in the string. It also sidesteps the problem onfronting in-situ analyses suh
as Hartmann 1998 (with deletion in the rst onjunt) whih would prelude any suh
asymmetry.
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marker refers only to loal (non-LINK) mother nodes, it follows that only
a negative element in the seond onjunt will ever liense an NPI in Right
Node Raising. The same onsiderations explain why it is the seletional
properties of the verb in the nal onjunt that must be satised rather
than those of the rst as illustrated in (??f). Other suh eets an be
found in instanes of ase-mismath on the right periphery (see Cann et al.
2002 for more disussion).
The nal point to be made is that the dierenes between left and right
disloation follow diretly from the parsing perspetive taken here. Left
disloation involves `gaps', in Dynami Syntax interpreted as points at whih
an unxed node Merges with a node deorated only by a type requirement.
In the analysis given here, suh an operation is onstrained to be loal
to a onstrution and so (??) is impossible, while (??b) is ungrammatial
beause only a single left disloated element is permitted (in English). Right
disloation, however, neessarily involves a `pronominal', rather than a `gap',
strategy, that is the use of a metavariable as a plaeholder for the formula
provided by the right unxed node. This is not onstrained by strong islands
(there is no modality assoiated with the metavariable), as noted above, and
is not limited in the number of suh metavariables.
We have thus shown in this paper how a parsing perspetive gives a
natural haraterisation of the dierenes between left and right disloation
and, in partiular, that onepts of building partial trees in tandem and
unxed nodes within individual trees ombine with a proess of tree growth
to provide a general aount of o-ordination and right disloation. The
tools needed to haraterise these two phenomena were shown to provide
the basis for modelling the omplex properties of Right Node Raising. We
suggest that the suess in aomplishing this task { where other approahes
29
uniformly fail { signals the need of a hange of theoretial diretion to one
in whih grammar formalisms for natural languages are dened to reet
the dynamis of left to right proessing.
30
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7 Appendix
A{1. upset
IF ?Ty(e! t)
THEN go(h"
1
i); put(PAST (S
i
;U)); go(h#
1
i);
make(h#
1
i); go(h#
1
i);
put(Ty(e! e! t); F o(Upset); [#℄?);
go(h"
1
i); make(h#
0
i); go(h#
0
i);
put(?Ty(e))
ELSE ABORT
A{2. *Adjuntion
ffTn(a); : : : ; ?Ty(t);}gg
ffTn(a); : : : ; ?Ty(t)g; fh"

iTn(a); : : : ; ?Ty(e); ?9x:Tn(x);}gg
A{3. LINK Adjuntion
f::
Head
z }| {
fX;Fo(); T y(e);}gg
f:: fX;Fo(); T y(e)g
| {z }
Head
; fhL
 1
iX; ?Ty(t); ?h#

iFo();}g
| {z }
Linked node
g
A{4. LINK Evaluation
f::fTn(a); F o(); T y(X)ghL
 1
iTn(a); F o(); EV AL(); T y(X);}g
f::fTn(a); EV AL(); f

(Fo(); F o()); T y(X);}g;
fhL
 1
iTn(a); EV AL(); T y(X); F o()g
A{5. Final-*Adjuntion
f:::;
Type ompiled propositional tree
z }| {
fTn(a); T y(t);}g g
f:::; fTn(a); T y(t)g;
fh"

iTn(a); ?Ty(X); ?9xTn(x)
| {z }
Unfixed Node
; ?h"
0
ih"
1

iTn(a);
| {z }
Right Roof Constraint
}gg
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A{6. LINK Dependeny
fTn(a); T y(t); : : : f(MOD)Tn(a); : : : T y(X); F o(); : : :g : : :g;
fhL
 1
iTn(a); :::?Ty(t);}g);
fTn(a); T y(t); : : : f(MOD)Tn(a); : : : T y(X); F o(); : : :g : : :g;
fhL
 1
iTn(a); :::?Ty(t); ?hDiFo();}g
MOD 2 fh"
0
i; h"
1
i; hL
 1
ig*
A{7. any
IF ?Ty(e)
THEN IF "

NEG
THEN make(h#
1
i); go(h#
1
i),
put(Fo(P:(; P )); T y(n ! e)); go(h"
1
i),
make(h#
0
i); go(h#
0
i); put(?Ty(n))
ELSE ABORT
ELSE ABORT
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f?Ty(e! t)g
f?Ty(e);}g
fTy(e! e! t);
F o(Upset); [#℄?g
Figure 1: The result of parsing upset
36
a. f?Ty(t)g
f?Ty(e);}g f?Ty(e! t)g
b. f?Ty(t)g
fTy(e);
F o(John)g
f?Ty(e! t);}g
. f?Ty(t)g
fTy(e);
F o(John)g
f?Ty(e! t)g
f?Ty(e);}g
fTy(e! e! t);
F o(Upset)g
d. f?Ty(t)g
fTy(e);
F o(John)g
f?Ty(e! t)g
f}; T y(e);
F o(Mary)g
fTy(e! e! t);
F o(Upset)g
e. fTn(0); T y(t); F o(Upset(Mary)(John));}g
fTn(00); T y(e); F o(John)g fTn(01); T y(e! t); F o(Upset(Mary))g
fTn(010); T y(e);
F o(Mary)g
fTn(011);
T y(e! e! t);
F o(Upset)g
Figure 2: Five stages in parsing John upset Mary
37
Tn(a); ?Ty(t)
h"

iTn(a); T y(e),
Fo(That; x;Man(x))
Fo(x;Man(x)) P:(That; P )
Fo(John) ?Ty(e! t)
?Ty(e);} Fo(Dislike)
Figure 3: Parsing That man, John dislikes
38
?Ty(t)
fTn(n); F o(That; x;Man(x))g
Fo(x;Man(x)) Fo(P:That; P )
?Ty(e! t)
fhL
 1
iTn(n); ?Ty(t); ?h#

iFo(That; x;Man(x));}g
Figure 4: Parsing That man
39
?Ty(t)
fTn(n); F o(That; x;Man(x))g
Fo(x;Man(x)) Fo(P:That; P )
?Ty(e! t)
fhL
 1
iTn(n); ?Ty(t)g
fh"

ihL
 1
iTn(n);
F o(That; x;Man(x))g
Fo(John) ?Ty(e! t)
?Ty(e);} Fo(Detest)
Figure 5: Parsing That man, who John detests
40
fTn(a); T y(t); F o(); h#

iFo()g
: : : F o(); T y(e); : : :
fhL
 1
iTn(a); ?Ty(t); ?h#

iFo();}g
Figure 6: Correlative Strutures
41
fTn(0); T y(t); F o(Come  in(Jane))g
Fo(Jane) Fo(Come  in)g
fhL
 1
iTn(0); ?Ty(t)g
Figure 7: Parsing Jane ame in and
42
fTn(0); T y(t);
f
_
(Fo(Jump(Jane)); F o(Skip(Lou)));
EV AL(_)g
Fo(Jane) Fo(Jump)g
fhL
 1
iTn(0); T y(t); F o(Skip(Lou)); EV AL(_)g
Fo(Lou) Fo(Skip)
Figure 8: Parsing Jane jumped or Lou skipped
43
Fo(Poyii(U)); T y(t)
Fo(U); T y(e) Fo(Poyii) Fo(Kannan); T y(e)
Figure 9: Parsing poyii Kannan
44
Tn(0); T y(t); F o(Dislike(U)(Kim))
Fo(Kim) Fo(Dislike(U))
fFo(U); ?9x:F o(x);
?hUi9x:EV AL(x)g
Fo(Dislike)
fhL
 1
iTn(0); ?Ty(t); EV AL(^);
?hDiFo(U);}g
Figure 10: Parsing Kim dislikes but
45
Tn(0); T y(t); F o(Dislike(U)(Kim))
Fo(Kim) Fo(Dislike(U))
fFo(U); ?9x:F o(x);
?hUi9x:EV AL(x)g
Fo(Dislike)
hL
 1
iTn(0); T y(t); EV AL(^); F o(Admire(U)(Sandy))
Fo(Sandy) Fo(Admire(U))
fFo(U); ?9x:F o(x);
?hUi9x:EV AL(x)g
Fo(Admire)
Fo(The; x; P rofessor(x));}
Fo(x; Professor(x)) Fo(P:the; P )
Figure 11: Parsing the seond onjunt
46
Tn(0); T y(t); EV AL(^);
f
^
(Fo(Dislike(The; x; P rofessor(x))(Kim)); F o(Admire(The; x; P rofessor(x))(Sandy)))
Fo(Kim) Fo(Dislike(The; x; P rofessor(x)))
Fo(The; x; P rofessor(x)) Fo(Dislike)
hL
 1
iTn(0); T y(t); EV AL(^); F o(Admire(The; x; P rofessor(x))(Sandy))
Fo(Sandy) Fo(Admire(The; x; P rofessor(x)))
Fo(The; x; P rofessor(x))Fo(Admire)
Figure 12: Completing the tree
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